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Analysis of an M/G/l/N Queue with Vacations and
Its Iterative Application to FDDI Timed-Token Rings

Izhak Rubin, Fellow, IEEE, and James Chien-Hsing Wu

Abstract-We present the anaiysis of ass MfGllM queueing sys-
tem with vacations under a dynamic time-limited service policy.
Thw method is used to develop a procedure for performance
anaiysis of a fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) network
serving buffer-limited stations under asynchronous service. An
efficient iteration procedure is employed to evaiuate the limiting
state dwtribution of the embedded Markov chain representing the
system state process. Using supplementary variables and sample
biding tecbniquea, we derive the queue size distribution at an
arbitrary instant of time as weii as the packet blocking probability
and the mean packet delay. By exploiting the subtJe struc-
ture of conditional supplementary variables and the n?curdve
property of the conditional reaidnai delay, the Laplac4tieltjes
transform of the packet delay distribution and a time+lomain
approximation of the packet delay distribution are obtained. For
the analysis of a heterogeneous multi-station FDDI networlq an
iterative procedure which uses repeatedly the M/G/l/N vacation
model described above is presented. This procedure provides for a
numerically efficient analysis method by employing constructions
of the approxhnate vacation time distributions. We illustrate the
application of our analytical techniques to both symmetric and
nonsymmetric FDDI network systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Q UEUEING systems with vacations are instrumental in
serving as simplified models in analyzing cyclic service
network protocols. In this paper, we attaiyze an M/G/l/N

vacation model of a single FDDI station whose packets are

provided with asynchronous service [1], [2]. We develop a
set of computational procedures to work out the inherent
multidimensional boundary value problem [3] and explore the
queueing behavior of the FDDI network.

Variants of M/G/l queueing systems with vacations [4] have
been studied with the underlying Markov chain embedded
at the instants of token arrivals (vacation terminations) and
packet departures (service completions). Lee [5], [6] analyzes
M/G/l/N vacation models under exhaustive and k-limited ser-
vice, using recursive computations based on baiance equations
and a combination of supplementary variable and sample bias-
ing techniques. Chiarawongse et al. [7] use the matrix-anaiytic
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technique to analyze an M/G/l queueing system with vaca-
tions and timer-controlled service. The boundary probabilities
corresponding to the instants when the station is empty are
computed by matrix-geometric analysis which involves ma-
trix inversions and successive iterations. The limiting state

distribution of the embedded Markov chain is then generated

recursively from these boundary probabilities to conduct queue
size and delay anaiysis. LaMaire [8] investigates an M/G/l va-
cation model with fixed packet size and asynchronous service.
The z-transform of the embedded queue size distribution is
obtained, where the boundary probabilities are evaluated by
solving the roots of the denominator polynomial. Spiegel [9]
studies an M/G/l vacation model with asynchronous service,
where the embedded Markov chain is sampled at the token
departure instants. A simple heuristic method is empioyed to
approximate the vacation time distribution, while the pseudo-

conservation law [10] is used to evahtate the mean waiting
time performance.

Approximate cycle time analyses of polling systems under
gated and k-limited service disciplines have been studied
by Eckberg [11] and Chang [12], respectively. Sevcik and
Johnson [13] have examined cycle time properties of the FDDI
token ring protocol. In the paper by Tangemann and Sauer
[14], approximate Markov chain and cycle time analysis [15]
is used to iteratively evaluate mean delay of a gated finite-

buffered FDDI system with asynchronous service. Simulation
studies exhibiting the perfommrtce of FDDI networks under
multi-media loading conditions are presented in [16].

For the anaiyses carried out in this paper, we employ basic

analytic approaches similar to those used in [5]–[7], [9]. Fur-
thermore, we introduce the following new approaches to con-
struct analytic performance evaluation techniques which lead
to efficient computational methods. First, an efficient iterative

procedure is used to evaiuate the limiting state distribution of

the embedded Markov chain. The boundary probabilities upon
token arrivai and token departure are calculated alternatively,
using the related baiance equations. This approach has the
following advantages over the z-transform method and the ma-
trix-analytic technique: 1) Without tackling the multidimen-
sional boundary vaiue problem in the transform-domain, we
avoid the potentiai high order root-solving problem incumed
by the numerous boundary states. 2) By iteratively calculating

the boundary probabilities based on baiance equations, we
eliminate the numerical difficulties involved in inverting huge
matrices. Also, we use the conditional supplementary variable
technique and recursive computations of residuai packet delay
to obtain expressions for the packet delay distribution. In
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addition, we present a computational procedure that iterates

on the stations in a network to complete the queueing analysis

of the FDDI token ring system.
In this paper, we make the following approximations to sim-

plify the analytic and numeric complexities. For the M/G/l/N
vacation modeling of a single FDDI station, we assume the
successive vacation times form a sequence of independently
identically distributed random variables (see Section II). For
the computational procedure used in analyzing the FDDI
network, we approximate the vacation time distribution at

a station by employing a heuristic method based on the

levels of traffic loading (see Section VI). The validity of
these approximations is examined by conducting extensive
experiments under various traffic configurations, as shown in
Section VII.

In Section II, we briefly describe the modeling of an FDDI
station with asynchronous service by an MIG/1/N queueing
system with vacations and dynamic time-limited per-station
service periods. The analysis of this M/G/1/N vacation model
is carried out in Sections HI-V. In these sections, we present

an iterative procedure to evaluate the limiting state distribution
of the embedded Markov chain. Expressions for the queue
size distribution at an arbitrary instant of time, the blocking
probability, and the mean packet delay are obtained. We also
derive an exact expression for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform
of the packet delay distribution. To reduce the computa-
tional complexity, we also develop approximate formulas
for efficient computations of the time-domain packet delay
distribution. In Section VI, we present an iterative procedure
for performance analysis of a corresponding multi-station
FDDI network. In Section VII, we illustrate the application
of the developed M/G/l/N vacation model to the analysis
of symmetric and nonsyrnmetric FDDI network systems. The
concluding remarks are made in Section VIII.

11. M/G/l/N VACATIONMODELINGOF
AN FDDI ASYNCHRONOUSSTATION

The FDDI token ring is a multi-station cyclic service
system in which a token serves the stations based on the
timed–token protocol (TTP). The FDDI asynchronous service
class is used to provide asynchronous access to the ring by
station messages through dynamic sharing of the medium’s
bandwidth. Typical applications that can be supported through
such an asynchronous service mode include tile transfer and
bursty data streams. A target token rotation time (TTRT) is
selected during ring initialization.

We consider an FDDI station whose traffic stream is ac-

commodated by a single asynchronous class of service. The
associated timing threshold of this station is TP,; . Let token
rotation time (TRT) denote the token interarrival time at
the station. A token holding timer measures the total time
(denoted as THT) the station has held the token since the
start time of its arrival at the current token visit. A token
holding time limit (THTL) is set, upon the arrival of the
token at the station, to limit the overall time the station can
hold the token. This limit is set equal to THTL = [Tpri –
TRT] +, where [x]+ = max(O. x). The station is allowed

to initiate transmission of its queued packets (when it has
seized the token) at any time, provided at this time THT

< THTL. Any packet transmission, once initiated, is not
interrupted by expiration of the timer that may occur while
the packet is being transmitted. The token departs from the
station when the station has no packets queued or the timer
has expired.

In this section, we model a single FDDI station with
asynchronous service and finite packet buffer capacity as an
M/G/l lN single server (token) queueing system with server
vacations. The underlying service policy is such that the server

can provide continuous service to the station for a limited
period of time (as defined above). When the server leaves
the station, it is said to be on vacation. The server vacation
time represents the time period elapsed between the token’s
departure from the station and its subsequent arrival at this
station.

The following station traffic mcdel is assumed: Packets

arrive at the station’s queue according to a Poisson process
with rate A. The number of packets that can be held in

the queue (buffer capacity) is limited to N. Each packet
is modeled as consisting of a random number of fixed-size
segments. The transmission time of a segment is equal to a
slot duration, A. The system is thus divided into time slots,
each of duration A. Let the n-th packet transmission time be
denoted as B. [slots]. Then {B., n 2 1} forms a sequence
of independently identically distributed random variables. The
probability distribution of the packet transmission time is

denoted by h(i) = F’(B~ = i), i = l..b~~~:b~a~ < X.
(Note that for FDDI, the maximum packet length is set at
4500 bytes.) The mean packet transmission time is denoted
by il. The corresponding Laplace transform is defined by

B*(O) = ~~~~x 6;(0), where b;(0) = b(i)f-~’.
The n-th vacation time relative to the station is denoted as

V,, [slots]. To simplify our analysis, we employ the follow-
ing approximation. We assume the successive vacation times
{Vn, n 2 1} form a sequence of independently identically
distributed random variables. The probability distribution of
the vacation time is thus denoted by v(i) = P(V. = i), i =
1,.. ~, Vn,ax: ILax < x. (Note that V,, S 2x ‘lTRT for an
FDDI network [17], we assume t;, z 1, n 2 1). To exclude
the trivial case of an expired station at which no packet is
allowed to be transmitted (for the token always arrives late
at the station (TRT ~ T“ri) due to the excessively long
vacation time, Vn ~ T~,~i), we assume F’( V,, < 2“~,,1) > 0.
The mean vacation time is denoted by ~. ~e corresponding

Laplace transform is defined by V*(0) = ~~:~x u:(O), where
v:(o) = 71(2)C74.

Let G. [slots] represent the n-th token dwell time at the
station, measured from the instant of the n-th token arrival
at the station to the instant of the n-th token departure from
this station. Let T~.. denote the maximum value assumed by
the token holding time limit. We note that 7’.,., = Tpri –
1, since we assume V,l ~ 1, n ~ 1. The maximum value of

Gn, denoted by G~aX, is thus equal to Tmax -t bmax – 1.

Note that this dwell time can be larger than T,,,.X due to the
occurrence of transmission overruns. The mean token dwell
time is denoted by ~.
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III. THE EMBEDDEDMARKOV CHAIN

A. The Embedded State Process

An embedded Markov chain is defined at the token arrival
and packet departure instants. Those (ordered) time instants are
represented as {To, -rI, T2, ..}. The state of the station at an
embedded point ~ E {TO,71,TZ, . . .} is described by a triplet
(S,, IV., T,), where ST is the elapsed time since the most
recent token arrival, N, (= Nr+ ) is the number of packets
in the queue (including any arrival at T) and Tr is the token
holdlng time limit. Note that Tr is computed at the instant the
token arrives at the station and does not change until the next
token arrival instant.

Examining the various events corresponding to embedded
points {Ti, i ~ O}, we designate the following four sets by
the indicator ~r: we set ~T = O, 1, 2, 3, respectively, when
the embedded point r represents a token arrival point, a
packet departure point, a token departure point, and a packet
transmission initiation point. Note that {~, = 0) and {f, =
2}, respectively, are complementary events of {~, = 1} and
{~, = 3}. Since Sr = O at a token arrival instant and Sr >
0 at a packet departure instant, we have {(, = O} = {Sr =
O} and {~~ = 1} = {S. > O}. At an embedded instant when
the timer expires or the queue is empty, the token departs
from the station and goes on vacation, otherwise, the station
initiates a packet transmission. Thus we have {~’ = 2} =
{S, ~T.}u{~. =0} and{~, =3} = {Sr < TT, N7 >0}.

Based on the model’s assumptions, the state process
(S, N, T) = { (Sr,, NT;, TT,), i 2 O} is readily noted to be a
discrete-time Markov chain over the state space d.

B. The Balance Equations

The limiting state distribution is defined as

Ps,n,t = /~& ~($, = S,N,, = n,Tr, = t), (S,7t, t) E A.

The underlying Markov chain is noted to have a finite state
space and to be irreducible and aperiodic. Therefore a unique
limiting (steady-state) distribution exists.

The steady-state probabilities satisfy the following set of
balance equations:

Fors’=l,..., G~aX; =’= rl, s’–b~a+ll,. ... T~aX

[S’,t’] -1 n’+1

Ps’,n’,t’ = xx gd-n+l(s’ – s) “ps,n,t~,
S=[o,s’-bmax] 71=1

n’=(),l, . . ..j2/-2
La’,t’]-1 N:ax

ps’,N–l,t’ = “2 z 9h-n(s’ – s) “ Ps,Tl,t’ (2)
.=[O,d-b~a,l n=l

For t’ = l,..,Tm~X,

T~.X-t’ n’

Po,n’,t’ = ~ ~ ~n-.(TPri - S - ~’) ~ Ts,.,

.9=0 n=o

~’no,l,...,l–l

,

pO,N,t’ = ‘“5 ‘E h~_n(Tpri – s – t’) . ~.,n (3)
.q=o n=cl

and

5?po7..t+‘E’+bE-lH@.l=‘ (4)
Ttd) tdl t=1 .9=1 n=o

where the following apply:

●

●

●

9~ (i) and h~ (i) are the joint probabilities that the packet
transmission time, and the vacation time (respectively),
last for i slots and that during this time n packets arrive

at the queue. We have

g.(z)= ~e-Ai . 6(2) 1

~=1, ....bmax.n=o, l,z,. . . (5)

h (2) – ‘Ai)ne-A2.~(~),
n ~!

Z=l, ....vmax.n=o, l,z,.. .; (6)

r.,~ is the steady-state joint probability that an embedded
point is a token departure instant and that at this point
ST = s,NT =n:

r,,~ = lim P(ST, = s, NT. = n, ~., = 2),
i-cc

s= 0,1, . . .. G~=. n= O, l,. ... IVama.

The limiting probabilities {r.,. } are derived from the
steady-state probabilities {p.,m,t } as the corresponding
marginal probabilities

Tma,
?-(),0= E Po,o,t,

t=l)
rl),n = po,n,o, ~=1,...,N

Tma.
r8,0 =

z Ps,o,t, s=l, . . ..GmU

t=[l, s+l-b~aXl

lTmxi,sJ

r~,n =
x P8,n,t,

t=[l,a+l–bmaxl

n= l,... ,N–l; s=l,..., Gin=. (7)

[.1 and 10J denote the
arguments respectively.

maximum and minimum of the
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● f’V~ax denotes the the maximum number of packets that

may reside in the station’s queue at an embedded instant,
with the elapsed time since the most recent token arrival
equal to s. We note that Nom” = N. N,:ax =

N–1. ,s=l.. .~a XaX.
“ To simplify the mathematical expressions in writing (3),

we have made the following assumptions. We assume
the vacation time l‘ to be independent of the token
dwell time that took place just prior to the start of this

vacation time. We also assume V to be independent of

the queue size sampled at the time the most recent token
departure occurred. These dependencies, however, can be
readily incorporated by conditioning the vacation time
distribution, as employed in (3), on the associated dwell
time and queue size variables.

Let o denote the probability that an embedded point is a

token arrival point. At equilibrium, a is also equal to the
probability that an embedded point is a token departure point.

Thus, we have

=xx f’071t = x E ’371
11=0 t=o ,9=IJ 71=0

(8)

The limiting distribution of the token dwell time, denoted
as G(.9), s = 0,1 . . . .. G~aX. can then be evaluated as follows:

,V!u. x
.s

G(s) = lim P(Gi = s) = ~ rq,n/a..9 = 0,1, . . . .G~aX.
i~x

“=0

(9)
Since the probability an embedded point is a packet depar-

ture point is equal to ( 1 – a.), the mean number of packets
transmitted during a token dwell time is (1 – n)/m (Note
that the packet departure points and the token arrival points,
respectively, constitute the average fractions ( 1 – a) and (a)

of all the embedded points. ) The mean token dwell time is
thus given by

(lo)

We therefore obtain the station’s normalized throughput to
be given by

G (1- a)p

~= G+v=(l–a)//+f7r”
(11)

C. Iterative Calculations of the Limiting State Distribution

By examining the balance equations (2), (3), (4) and (7),
and the associated state space A [see (1)], we can make
the following observations: First, the boundary probabilities
upon token arrival, {q,,, f = POW; (~! 71. f) ~ d}! uniquely

specify {P,,.fi.t } and {r(.. } [see (2), (7)1. Second, the boundary
probabilities upon token departure, {T-,,n}, uniquely specify
{q,,,, } [see (3)]. These observations motivate the iterative

evaluation of the limiting state distribution {p,,n,t } through
alternate calculations of {qn,t } and {r,,.}, We summarize the
above observations and outline algorithmically the following

S45

iterative procedure, denoted as QR, for the calculations of the

steady-state joint state probabilities.
Procedure 1 QR: Iterative Computations of {p,,. ,t }

1)

2)

(initialization) iteration-O,
(o) 1

i + o: qn,t +
(N+ I)(T”,ax + 1)”

n=o$l, . . . ..v.l=Tm ax. . .. Tmax.
(iteration) iteration-i, iti+l:

● (evaluate {ri!j, }, given {q~,~ 1)})

— caiculate {p~~,t } recursively according to (2).

— calculate {r!:?, } according to (7), aggregating

{P:i.t}.

● (evaluate {q$~,}, given {r~~~})
— calculate {q~,~} according to (3).

— normalize {q~,’,~} according to (4).

● (convergence check) if (~ lq~,~ – q~,j’ ) I < 6) stop;
Vn,t

else repeat (iteration).

We note the following: I ) In procedure QR, the probabilities

{P~l~,t } in (2) are computed using the most recent value cal-

culated for {q~~t = po,n,, }, through recursive calculations on
s’ varying from 1 to G~aX. 2) The required computer memory
space can be reduced from o(NT~,i ) (for storing {p~,n,t }) to
o(h’l!’pri ) (for the required storage of only {q~,t } and {r,,,n })

by exploiting the invariance of the token holding time limit,
t, during each token visit. 3) The general convergence proof

of the iterative procedure QR is similar to that of the iterative
techniques discussed in [18] and the references therein. While
the convergence of the QR numerical calculation method for
the underlying matrix equation has not been proven, we have
canied out numerous system evaluations using this method
and have found it to rapidly converge for all FDDI network
configurations under investigation.

IV. QUEUE SIZE DISTRIBUTION AT AN ARBITRARY

INSTANT OF TIME AND THE MEAN PACKET DELAY

In this section, we obtain results for the queue size distri-
bution at an arbitrary instant of time. These results are then
used to obtain an expression for the mean packet delay. We
define the following random variables at an arbitrary instant
of time u: .Y,,(= X,l - ) is the number of packets queued at the
station, ~,. (~1, ) is the forward (backward) recurrence packet

transmission time, and V, (~,, ) is the forward (backward)

recurrence vacation time. The variables Bu. ~,,. ~,,. and ~u are

used as supplementary variables in the following derivation.
Let {~ = O} denote that the token is on vacation at time u
and {~ = I ) denote that the station is transmitting a packet
at time u. The following supplementary limiting distributions
are introduced:

m,n(y)dy = lim F’(q,, = l.XU = m.y < B,, < fj + dy).
tL+x

m=l v. . . . . .

w~(y)dy = ,~in~ P(~U = O.XU = m.y < U,, s y + dy),

m=o.l . . ..N.
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The correspondin~ Laplace transforms are defined
‘oy~~(y)dy and u%(6) =as: TJ(6) = Som”x‘

C’maxe–%dm(y) dy.

The following supplementary functions are defined and

given as (see also [5]):

=
[

‘)” - ~(+)n-i~i
(A :O)w‘*WA- e i=o 1
m

j;(o) = ~im, n=o, l,2,,. . . (12)
,=n

[
‘)” - ~(+)n-’hi=(A -lO)V‘*% -(3 i=O I

where gn and hn, n = O, 1, . . .. denote the probabilities that
n packets arrive at the station during the packet transmission
time and the vacation time, respectively.

We define the following limiting distributions at the embed-
ded instants. They are then evaluated by using the limiting
state distribution of the embedded Markov chain

P. = lim ~(f,, = 3, ~,, = n)
i-+oo

= mPs,n,t!~=l>”’”, ~–l
t=l S=o

t=l

F’n = lim P(fr, = 2, ~.t = n)
i-m
G mlax

=
E

r,,n, n=(), l,. ..,ll-l

t=l 8=1

h = ,1~~ ~(t., = 0, N,, = n)

Tma,
——

x Po,n,t, n = O,l,”””,N.

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
t=o

The supplementary limiting distributions can then be eval-
uated as follows:

l–pm -
w:(o) = ~x i’-nhm_n(e), ~=0,1, . . ..l–l

n=o

Combining (12), (13), (18), and (19) with extensive alge-
braic manipulations (where the technique of index exchange

n n-?’ ni

N–1 . -1

(20)

[

m

(d;(o) =; v*(c9)~Fn(+).-.+l

n=o

1
‘&&(##-n+l ,rn=O,l,..., ]-]

n=cl

[
~k(e) = – ; v“(e) :oin(+)~-’

-:4.(*)”-’]
n=o

(21)

where

VP+ 14-P)= 1
g= (22)

/Lv (1–u)p+aV”

By setting 0 = O in (20), (21), we have

[

N N–1

T;(O) = ~ (1 –a)(Ap– l)+~nfin– ~ nj.
1

(23)
n=l n=l

m

~;(()) = ;~(?n —f&), rn= 0,1,”” ., N-l
n=o

(24)

Using these results, we obtain the steady-state queue
size distribution at an arbitrary instant of time, P(m) =
lim P(XU = m), to be given-by

u-m

P(o)= LLJ(o),
P(m) = m~(0)+ti~(O), m = 1,..., N. (25)
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J,

1
J.n j~. 0“

F
I I

4

~, ) .A,, r, 7s+1 T!+,

tagged D. tagged
packet tagged packet May packet

arrival departure

Fig. 1. Elements of the packet delay analysis

The packet blocking probability is given by

Pb=P(N)=l –:. (26)

The mean packet delay is now obtained using Little’s
formula to be given by

~ ?Wml

D = ‘=1
A(1 – Pb)

(27)

V. ANALYSISOF THE PACKET DELAY DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we derive formulas for the calculations of
the packet delay distribution. We denote the instant the n-th
packet arrives at the station by A.. The interval time between
two consecutive embedded instants, r,_ 1 and r,, is denoted

as tl~. Note that J;, i 2 1, is either an interval of packet
transmission time or an interval of vacation time. Consider a

tagged packet that arrives at the instant An during the interval

J, (r,- 1 < A,, S ~,). The number of packets in the station
(queue size) immediately before the tagged packet arrives is
denoted by X,tn. At the embedded instant ~~, the elapsed time,
since the most recent token arrival at the station, is represented
by S,, and the token holding time limit is represented by
T,l, We denote the state of the tagged packet by the triplet
(Xl,,. S,,. TT,). which spans the state space A’ defined by

Let Dn denote the delay time in the system of the tagged
packet admitted into the queue (X.4,, < N). We observe

A. Forward Recurrence Interval Time Distribution

The analysis presented here exploits the subtle structure

of conditional supplementary variables to obtain the joint
distribution of the forward recurrence interval time .~.A,, and
the state (.YAn, S’7,, T,, ) of a tagged packet that arrives at the

instant An during the interval ,1,. We have ~~n = ~An (v.~n )
if Ji is an interval of packet transmission (vacation) time.
We introduce the following supplemental limiting distribu-

tions (corresponding to a tagged packet arrival during packet
transmission time and vacation time, resWctively):

m,=l, . . .. N.t=. TmaX;TmaX;

,9 =1,... .t+b~ax–l;05y<bm.. (29)

m= 0,1, . . ..N.

(30)

The corresponding Laplace transforms are defined: m~,.,t

(6) = ~~max e-’’n~,,,t(y)dy and w~,,(t9) = ~~rnax e-ey
ti~,t (y)dy. Following similar approaches to those used in
Section IV, we derive m~,,,t (6) and w~,t(o) in Appendix A.

B. Residual Packet Delay Distribution

Consider a (tagged) packet that arrives at the station at
instant An, (Ti- I < Am ~ ~i), and is admitted into the queue
(X.An < N). If the embedded instant ~~is a token arrival point,
then the tagged packet is the (X..I,, + 1)-th packet queued at

the station at token arrival instant ~,. If the embedded instant
~i is a packet departure point, then the tagged packet is the
(X,A,, )-th packet queued at the station at packet departure

instant r, (updating the queue size for the departure of the
packet in service when the tagged packet -“ves). Given the
tagged packet is in the m-th position of the queue for service
at ~i, itsresidual delay distribution is equal to the distribution
of the time for completing transmissions of m packets, starting
from an embedded instant ~; (with S,, = .$.T,l = t):

D,, can be decomposed into two components (see Fig. 1):

1) the forward recurrence interval time J.l,,, representing the bm(dls, t) = ;~ml
(

P rb. = dlX,~,,
time elapsed between the arriving instant An and the em- T,–i<An<Ti
bedded instant ~,. 2) the residual packet delay D., measured 1
from the embedded instant ~, to ~he instant ~he transmission +I(vA,, = f)) = m..$,, = s,TT, = t

)
of the tagged packet is completed. It is observed (noting
that vacations are assumed to be statistically independent)
that the residual packet delay Dn conditioned on the state
(X.A,,. S,,, TKI) is independent of the forward recurrence in-

terval time .1.4,,. We thus present in the following: A delay (d, m.s,t) E
distribution analysis which is based on the decomposition
of the packet delay D,, into the above mentioned delay
components. ,jA,, and ~n,

d=l,., dmax:

(

t= O. I.. .T~aX:S=O
m=l . . . . ..V

(

)
t=l . . . .. TmaX

u ,9 =1.... ,t+b~ax–l
m=l . . . ..N–l )
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where dmax is the maximum packet delay time [slots]. We
note that d~.. < cc since the station’s buffer has finite
capacity and the maximum token rotation time is limited. The
co~ponding Laplace transform is defined as D; (01s, t) =

~d~ e-e~bm(dls, t).

We observe the transitions (between successive embedded

instants: t-i and ~i+l ) of the quadruplet (d, m,s, t) defined
above over the periods of packet transmission (B) and vacation
(V) respectively:

● For s < t, the associated embedded instant -rZis a packet

transmission initiation instant: (d, m,s, t) ~ (G!– Z?,m –
1,s + B,t).

● For s z t, the associated embedded instant Ti is a token

departure (vacation initiation) instant: (d, m,s, t) ~ (d –

v,m, O, [Tp~i - S – V]+).

The corresponding recursive equations are formulated in
(31) and (32) respectively.

Fors<t

( ,S+hg+s-1,
b(s’ – S)

{

L
Dm(dls,q = ,f=(s+l,d+s–dmax]

.bm-~(d – s’ + Sls’, t),

d=dma,..., m

(0, d=m–1,...,l
(31)

fors>t

(0. d=l . . . ..m

1’
,,

ldma::~+;;r,-.1 ~(Tpri _ s _ tq

E .Dm(d —Tpri o, ~1

bm(dls,t) =
l, Tpri-d–a+l,

“=[ Tpri-s_v~ax 1
+s + t’ )

[Vmax,d–lj

+ ~ Wh(d-jlO, O),
j=(l,TPri—sl

d=m+l,..., d~ax.

(32)

Thus, we describe the following computational procedure
proceeding in ascending order of index m (the position of
the tagged packet in the queue) to complete the recursive cal-
culations of the conditional residual packet delay distribution
{~~(dls,t)}.

Procedure 2: Recursive Computations of fi~ (dIs, t)

I)m=l

● (initializadon) Fort = l,.., T~aX;s = O,l,..., t–
1,

~I(dlS,t) = b(d), d = l,.,b~aX
o, d =b rnax+l, ”’,dtnax

(33)
=

●

2) m
●

●

For{s=t =O}U{t= l,..., Tm~X;s= t,..., t+

b– 1}, compute ~1 (dls, t)according to (32).
=m;..., N– 1

Fort =l,... ,TmW; s= 0,1, t.. ,t–l, compute
fi~(d[s, t) according to (31).
For{s=t =O}U{t= l,..., Tmu; s= t,..., t+
bmax — 1}, compute D~ (dIs, t) according to (32).

3)m=N

s (s = O) For t = 1,..., T~M, compute ~~(dlO, t)
according to (31).

● (s= t = O) compute fi~(d[O, 0) according to (32).

We note the following: 1) To complete the recursive com-

putations of {fi~ (dIs, t) }, we only need to keep a three-
dimension array for the elements of (d,s, t) instead of a
four-dimension array (d, m,s, t). 2) In (32), ~m(dls, t), s ~ t,

is invariant with respect to t since the recursive computations
associated with token departure do not involve the token hold-
ing time limit t.3) D~ (dls, t) is conditionally independent
(given {v(i)}) of the packet arrival rate A and the station
throughput p.

C. Packet Delay Distribution and its Approximation

We define the following limiting cumulative delay distribu-

tions:

Note that D(z) = Dg(z) + Dv(x), where D~(z) and
Dv (z) represent the delay distribution components of packets
that arrive when the station holds the token and during
vacation time, respectively. The Laplace–Stieltjes transform

of D(x) is defined as D*(6) = ~~max e-e= dD(z). The
existence of the limiting delay distribution follows from the
positive-recurrence of the underlying state process.

Combining the analyses of the packet delay components

in Sections V.A and V.B with the application of the Poisson
arrivals see time averages (PASTA) property, we obtain

Tn=o tdl
(34)

We simplify the analysis of the tim~omain packet delay
distribution by assuming the variables BAm (VA. ) and D.,
conditioned on the event q,4m = 1 (~,4n = O), are statistically
independent

(35)

where

● ~(z) and V(Z) are the distributions of the forward
recurrence packet transmission time and vacation time,
respectively (see Appendix B).
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● b~ (z) and D;,(T) are the joint cumulative

packet delay distributions defined and given by

D~(x) = ,~~mmF’(q~,, = 1, D. ~ z)

i=l

D;.(x) = J~mir F’(qAn = O, Dn ~ z)

=‘~b}.(i)l(z 22),1 <z< din=.— —
1=1

The examples presented in Section VII show this

residual

(36)

approxi-

mation yields results in close agreement with those obtained
using simulations.

We define fiE (i) and D},(z) to be the joint distributions
a packet arrives at the station during an interval of packet
transmission time and token vacation time (respectively) and
the residual packet delay of this packet lasts i slots. They are
computed as follows:

N–1 T~a,

‘Xx
bm+~(i[o,t)&Jo)/(1 – P~) (38)

m=o t=ll

where the calculations of {n~,,,t (0)} and {w~,t (0)} are given
in Appendix A.

When we set .x = 2,22 1, equal to an integral number of
slots, we have (see Appendix C)

~B(Z) = ~ @B(j)+ ~ @i- j)@)
j=l ~=[l,i–bm.,+ll

inl, . . ..dm=

(39)

Z—vmax i-1

D\J(z) = ~ l%.(j) + ~ V(2 – j) fiv(j)

j=l j=[l,i-vmax+ll
i=l, . . ..dma.

(40)

The approximate time-domain cumulative packet delay
distribution is then computed as

D(2) = DB(Z) + Dl, (i), i=l, . . ..dm=. (41)

Thus, (34) provides an exact expression for the Laplace–
Stieltjes transform of the packet delay distribution, while
(37)-(41 ) can be used to directly calculate the cumulative
packet delay distribution.
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VI. ITERATIVE ANALYSIS FOR AN FDDI NETWORK

USING NODAL M/GWN VACATIONMODEN

In this section, we consider an FDDI token ring to which

K stations are connected. The operation of each station is
represented by the M/G/l/N vacation model described above.
We develop a computational procedure (procedure SYS) that
iterates cyclically on station~, station-1, . . .. station–( K – 1)
(and subsequently restart the cycle) until a sufficient level
of convergence is achieved for all of the M/G/l/N vacation
models. By using the approximate vacation time distributions

constructed in procedure VAC, this iterative procedure yields

an efficient method for evaluating the queueing behavior of

the FDDI token ring system.
In the following procedures (SYS and VAC), we use the

superscript [k] to denote station-k and the superscript (j) to
denote the @ iteration. The overall walk time (ring latency)
of the FDDI network is assumed to be governed by the dis-
tribution {r(i) = P(R = Z), Z = 1,2,. . . ,R~a}. The mean
overall walk time is denoted by R. For a single priority FDDI
setup, we set 7’~*i = TTRT for each station. We denote the

network offered load by P“ = ~~=~1 ~~~]p[~l. The maximum

throughput of a symmetric K-station FDDI network o)erating
under asynchronous service is noted to be ~~~~~#K.

Procedure 3 @YS): (Iteration on the system of K stations)

1) (initialization) iteration~, j +-0,
Fork =0, l,...,l, l,

● (the initial mean dwell time at station-k) if p“ <
TTRT – R ~[k]p[k]~

~en G[kl(o) +_
TTRT + R/K’

~ _ PO , else

(=JW) +
~[k]p[k]

~(TTRT -@.

● (the initial dw~ll time distribution at station-k)

@(@(2) _ &e–i/G[k](o) , z = (), 1, ..., G~~x. (42)

● (the initial boundary probabilities upon token arrivals
at station–k)

~yo) + 1

(Awl + I)(z!% + 1)’

n=o, l,. ... N[~l; t=o, l,. ... T&.

2) (iteration) iteration–j, j +- j + 1, e -0,
Fork =O,l,. , K – 1 (iterations within station-k):

●

●

9

●

construct {V[kl(~)(i)}, using procedure VAC.
[k](j), usingprocedurecompute {q~~~~)}, {d~Y) }, a

‘k](~-1)} as the initial probabilities.QR with {q.,

calculate {G~kl(~)(i)} and G[kl(~J according to (9)

and (10) respectively,
(accumulate variations)

n=o td)

3) (convergence check) If (.c < 6.) stop, else repeat (iter-
ation).
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We describe the operation of the procedure VAC by first
introducing the following notations: The equivalent target
token rotation time is defined as T= = ‘lTRT – R. For
station-k, we use ti[kl to denote the overall mean dwell time
at the other stations. The symbol @ is used to represent the
operation of convolution.

The vacation time distribution at station-k, {v[k] (z)}, is

constructed approximately by convolving the overall walk time
distribution [see (46)], {r(i)}, with a distribution, {u[kl (i)},
which represents the constructed overall dwell time distribu-
tion at the other stations. From our extensive experiments (see
also Section VII), we observe that {u[k] (i)} (at station-k) can
be categorized into the following three regions in accordance
with the traftic loading levels at the other stations, as is
reflected by ti[kl.

1)

2)

3)

(lightly loaded) When the level of ti[kl is below ~, the

dwell times at the other stations are lightly correlated.
Thus {U[kl(z)} can be precisely constructed by convolv-
ing the dwell time distributions at the other stations (see
also [14]).

(heavily loaded) When the level of tilkl is above ~, our

experiments suggest that {u[k] (i)} can be approximated
by a reversed exponential distribution centered at T, –
ti[kl, due to the significant effect of ‘ITRT in limiting
transmissions at the stations under heavy load.

(moderately loaded) When the level of fi[kl is in the
middle (~ N ~), {u[k] (z)} is observed to exhibit a
composit; distrib-ution that can be adequate] y described
as a weighted mixture of the above mentioned distribu-
tions.

The corresponding distributions for {u[k] (i)} are formulated
in (43)-(45), respectively.

Procedure 4 (VAC): (Construction of the approximate va-

cation time distribution at station–k when invoked by proce-
dure SYS during the j-th iteration, given the most ~ently
calculated dwell time distributions at the other stations)

k-1 K–1
1) ~[kl(~) +

x
ijml(~) +

x
@n](j-1)

Tndl m=k+l

z) (determine u[kl(~)(i) by its mean ti[kl(~))

T
● For the range ti[klt~) < ~, we set

3

k–1

~[k]b’)(z) + @ @](~)(2)@ ’81 @](~-1)(2),
(43)

m=0 nack+l
a= I,. ... T=.

T, 2T
● For the range ~ < ti[kl(~) s ~, we set

P –(T. -i)/(~. –d~](J))
T, – iJWA e

W(2) t k–1 K-1 (44)
+q @ G(mlt~)(z) @ @ G[ml@l)(z)

rn=o m=k+l

ti[kl(~) - T=/3
where p =

Te/3 ‘q
=l–p, z=l,..., Te.

2T.
s For the range ~ < ii [k](~) s T=, we set

lw)(q + T _ ;lkl(j)e–(Te–i)/(Te–ti[~J(’)),
e (45)

i=l, . . ..Te.

3) (the vacation time distribution)

JW)(2) t ~(i) o Jkl(j)(i), i = 1,. ... vm=. (46)

We note the following: 1) During the iterative numerical
application of the SYS procedure, the calculated discrete
distributions, {G~kl(0)(i)} in (42) and {wikl(~)(i)} in (46),
should be normalized to account for the numerical errors
introduced by discretizing and tail-truncating of the continuous

(exponential, reversed exponential) distributions. 2) For an

FDDI network operating under asynchronous service, we have
v.= = ‘lTRT +b.=– 1 [slot] & TTRT [slot] for relatively

small b bma.x, e.g., max ~ 0.36 ms << l’TRT s 8 ms. 3) For
a symmetric network, the procedure SYS can be simplified
by using a single M/G/l/N vacation model to represent any
of the K identical stations. 4) The required overall computer
memory space (for all the M/G/l/N vacation models used) of a
nonsymmetric network increases linearly with K (the number
of stations), while that of a symmetric network is invariant with
K. 5) While we have not proven this algorithm to converge

for all parameter sets, all of the numerical examples we tried
did indeed converge.

VII. APPLICAT’TONS

We illustrate the application of the analytic approaches
employing the M/G/l/N vacation model developed here by
using examples involving both symmetric and nonsymmetric
FDDI systems.

1) Symmetric FDDI System: Consider a symmetric FDDI
network system operating under a TI’RT of 8 ms. ‘IWO
symmetric networks are examined: Network A consists of 20
asynchronous stations, each with a buffer size of five packets.
Network B consists of five asynchronous stations, each with
a buffer size of 20 packets. The geographic spans of both
networks are selected to be 144 km, corresponding to the ring
latency, R, of 0.72 ms. The slot time is set to be 0.18 ms (equal
to the time needed to transmit a segment of 2.25 Kbytes at
100 Mbps). The packet transmission time distribution at each

station is 6(1) = 0.7, b(2) = 0.3, where the maximum packet

transmission time b~a is set equal to two [slots] (= 0.36 msec
for a maximum packet length of 4.5 Kbytes).

In Fig. 2, we show the throughput and mean token rotation
(cycle) time performance of networks A and B, using our
analytical approach, as well as simulations yielding results vir-
tually identical to the calculated ones. The network throughput

p and offered load p“ can be observed to be identical until
the network starts to saturate (p” > 0.85). The maximum
network throughput is noted to be equal to 0.9 and 0.89,
respectively for network A and network B (in agreement
with the theoretic maximum throughput ~~~~~~~~ ). The

maximum mean cycle times of networks A and B, respectively,
are 7.2 and 6.7 ms.
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[n Fig. 3, we examine the mean packet waiting time (~ =
~ – p) in networks A and B under various network throughput
levels. When the network throughput p is less than 0.7, the

token rotates around the ring without being timed out most of
the time. Thus, the packets queued at the stations are served
almost exhaustively. As the offered load of the network is
increased, the token rotation time is increased and the limit on
the time a station is allowed to hold the token is decreased.
When the network is highly loaded (p” > 0.8), the mean packet

waiting time increases significantly due to frequent timer
expirations at the stations. We note that our analysis yields
performance results close to those obtained from simulations.

In Fig. 4, we present the vacation time distributions under
various loading conditions at network A. (Similar curves
have been obtained for network B.) As the throughput in-
creases from 0.4 (lightly loaded), 0.6 (exhaustive), 0.86 (highly
loaded) to 0.9 (heavily loaded), the vacation time distributions
vary approximately from exponential, normal, uniform, to
reversed exponential distributions. Simulation results validate
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Fig. 4. Vacation time distributions { ?( ? + ~)} under various loading con-
di~ons for a station in network A.
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Fig. 5. Packet delay distributions {I)(i)) under various loading conditions
in network A.

the (approximate) vacation time distributions constructed from

our analysis.
In Fig. 5, we show the packet delay distributions under

various loading conditions in network A. When the network is

lightly loaded, most of the packets arriving at a station during

a token vacation period will be served during the subsequent
token visit. At the offered load of p“ = 0.4, we observe that
80~0 of the packet delay is within 1.26 ms (7 slots = C at

P = 0.4, see Fig. 2), while 997c of the packet delay is within
1.62 msec (9 slots). As the network loading increases, a larger
portion of the packets will be delayed for more than a single
token rotation cycle. At the offered load of 0.8, we observe

that 99% of the packet delay is within ‘ITRT (R 44 slots).

At the offered load of 0.9, 80% of the packet delay is within
‘fTRT. When the network is heavily loaded (p” = 1), we
observe that only 5570 of the packet delay is within lTRT.
The analytic results are shown to be in general agreement
with the simulations.

2) Nonsymmetric FDDI System: We next consider a non-
symmetric FDDI system in which a host computer is connected
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to a gateway and a cluster of six terminals. The slot time is
selected to be equal to 0.36 ms (i.e., each packet contains
4.5 Kbytes). The ring latency, R, is 0.72 ms. The packet
transmission time at each station is set at 0.36 ms. The offered
load at each terminal, p!, is fixed at 0.0333. Thus the loading
at the terminal cluster is set at the level of 0.2. The gateway
node accounts for 10% of the network loading (p: = 0.1 ). We
vary the traffic load contributed by the best computer in the
range of 20%–70% of the system loading (p: = 0.2 w 0.7),

while the overall offered load p“ varies, respectively, from
0.5 to 1. The buffer sizes of the host computer, gateway and
terminal, are set equal to 30, 5, and 3 (packets) respectively.

We study the effect of the target token rotation time on
the queueing behavior of this nonsymmernc system by setting
TI’RT at the values of 8 ms and 16 ms. The network throughput
and mean cycle time performance curves are similar to those
shown in Fig. 2. The maximum throughput (maximum mean

token rotation time) levels of the network under ‘ITRT = 8 ms

and 16 ms, respectively, are calculated to be 0.86 (5.2 ms) and
0.925 (9.6 ins). The maximum throughput levels at the host
computer are 0.56 and 0.625 respectively for lTRT = 8 ms
and lTRT = 16 ms, while the throughput levels at the gateway
and the terminals remain virtually invariant at 0.1 and 0.0333
respectively.

In Fig. 6, we investigate the delay+hroughput performance
at the stations connected to this FDDI network. When the
network throughput p is less than 0.7, the token rotates around
the ring without being timed out most of the time. Thus, the
system behaves like an exhaustive polling system, in which
a station with the largest offered load has the least packet

delay. Since pi > p: > P?,packets queued at the host
computer experience lower mean waiting times than those at
the gateway and terminals. As we increase the offered load at
the host computer, the effect of the timing threshold (TTRT)
becomes prominent in limiting packet transmissions at the host
computer. When the network is highly loaded (p”> 0.8 for
lTRT = 8 ms; p“ >0.86 for lTRT = 16 ins), we make the
following observations. While packets queued at the (heavily
loaded) host computer experience sharply increasing delays as
the network saturates, packets queued at the (lightly loaded)
gateway and terminals experience only slightly incretied
delay. This phenomenon stems from the dynamic bandwidth
sharing process under which the stations are provided with fair

access (i.e., equal sharing based) to the system bandwidth. By
limiting transmissions at the heavily loaded stations during

each token rotation cycle, the FDDI network guarantees a
satisfactory level of service at the light] y loaded stations.
Since the gateway and the terminals are loaded at relatively
low levels, their queued packets experience similar delay
characteristics. When the system is highly loaded, packets
queued at the gateway experience slightly more delay than
those at the terminrds (due to longer Ioeal queueing delays
at the gateway’s buffer). On the other hand, by increasing

TI’RT from 8 ms to 16 ms, we increase the time a station is
allowed to hold the token. Therefore the host computer, having
packets queued in its buffer most of the time, is permitted to
transmit more packets during each token visit time, while the
gateway and the terminals observe longer token vacation times.
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Fig. 6. Mean waiting time (~) versus system throughput (P) for tbe
nonsymmeuic FDDI system (a) lTRT = 8 ms; (b) ‘tTRT = 16 ms.

Consequently, the mean waiting time at the host computer is
decreased, whereas the mean waiting times at the gateway
and the terminals are increased.

In Fig. 7, we illustrate the vacation time distributions at the
host computer and the gateway under various loading condi-

tions for the nonsymmetric FDDI network with TI’RT = 8 ms.
(The vacation time distributions at the terminals are similar to
those at the gateway.) As the offered load at the host computer,

P!, jncreases from 0.2 Oigh@ 10ad@ to 0.7 (heavily load@,
we observe the vacation time distributions at the host computer
vary from exponential to normal type distributions, while those
at the gateway vary from exponential to normal type and
then to uniform type distributions. This phenomenon is due
to the nonsymmetric loading at the stations. The approximate
vacation time distributions constructed ffom ow analysis are
noted to be close to those obtained from simulations.

In Fig. 8, we illustrate the 90 percentile packet delay, DW%,
at the stations as obtained from simulations and our delay
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Fig. 7. Vacation time distributions { r( 1+ R) } at (a) the host computen (b)
the gateway under various loading conditions for the nonsymmetric FDDI
network with ‘tTRT = 8 ms.

analysis. (Since the gateway and the terminals attain close
values for their 90 percentile packet delays, we show only

the gateway’s D907, in Fig. 8.) When the network throughput
is lower than 0.7, the values of D90(X,at the host computer
and the gateway remain essentially invariant with respect to

the selected TI’RT level, due to the exhaustive nature of each

station’s packet transmission process. For p > 0.7, as we in-

crease lTRT from 8 ms to 16 ms, we observe that Dgocx at the
host computer is decreased and D90Z at the gateway (and the
terminals) is increased, as observed for the mean waiting time

performance described above. The maximum Dgox, level at the
gateway can be observed to be upper-bounded by lTRT since
most of its queued packets are transmitted within a single token

rotation cycle. For the range of p <0.75, our analytical results
are shown to adequately depict the system’s performance.

In Fig. 9, we compare the convergence rates of the iterative
procedure SYS used for the analysis of the nonsymmetric
FDDI network under various loading conditions. The target
convergence level of Procedure QR (used for local iterations
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Fig. 8. 90 percentile packet delay (D9[J(X) versus system throughput (f,) at
(a) the host computer; (b) the gateway.

within a station) is selected to be 6 = 10–6, while that of
Procedure SYS is set at fs = 10-4. The number of iterations
required to achieve a satisfactory level of convergence is
observed to be insensitive to different values of I’TRT. It takes

6, 11 and 5 system-level iterations for our iterative analysis to
reach a target convergence level of ~ < 10–4 at the offered
load p“ = 0.5, 0.8, and 1 respectively. We have observed fast

convergence for all the cases with which we experimented.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a technique for the analysis of an
M/G/l/N queueing system with server vacations, and applies
this method to the analysis of FDDI network systems. The

experimental results show the iterative procedures QR and
SYS are efficient in computing the limiting state distributions
at the stations. Our approach can possibly be extended as
follows: 1) The dependencies of the vacation time on the
associated cycle time and queue size variables can be exploited
to improve the M/G/l/N vacation modeling of an FDDI station.
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0, 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 12.

iteration

Fig. 9. Convergence rates of the iterative procedure SYS under various
network loading conditions and different l’TRT.

2) In combination with the pseudo-conservation law, the
boundary probabilities upon token arrival and token departure
may be employed to yield an improved performance measure
of the mean packet delay.

APPENDIX

A. Calculations of {n~,~,t(f3)} and {w~,t(d)}

LetJ denote the interval time defined above and ~ (~) de-
note the corresponding forward (backward) recurrence interval
time. The following conditional supplementary functions are
defined and given as (( 12), (13), which reduce to the following
when B=jor V= j):

fn(f?lj) =E[e-e~e- ‘~~lJ=j]

1

‘( A-e)jx

w

f;(qj) =~fi(qj),’j > 1; n = 0,1,2,.. (47)
i=n

Observing arrivals to occur in accordance with a Poisson
point process, we note the following: Given that a packet ar-
rival occurs during the transmission of a packet, the probability
that such an arrival occurs during the transmission of a packet
of length j [slots] is equal to jbj /p (see [5]). Similarly, given
that a packet arrival occurs during a vacation, the probability
that it occurs during a vacation of duration j is ~~j /~. We
thus derive the following expressions:

[sttj– 1

:,,,,(a) = * ~
(S - s’)b(s - S’)

T
Psl=rO,a—b~aXl

“e Ps’,n,t “fm-n(els – s’),
TI=l

?-n= l,..., N–l; t=l,..., Tmax;

s = 1,... ,t+bmax-l

[S,tj-1

lr;,,,t(tq = * ~
(S - s’)b(s - S’)

Ps’=[o,s–b~.xl
~npx

s

‘z Ps’,%t “fh-n(ols – s’),
11=1

t=l,... ,Tm=; s=l, t+ bmaXbmaX– 1 (48)

W;,o(o) = y“r 5 q
1’ 1‘=0 i=[TPci_~

~% ~ fm-n(el~),

net)

T72= 0,1,...,1-1

U;,o(()) =
~GY 5 %NSTsn “~fi-n(’lz)

1’ 18=%=[Tpr, _#
rt=o

1- p ‘ma” “ (!I’**i - S - t) V(~pri - s -~)
u;,t(e) =—

a x vS=o

~~rs,. ~.fm-n(ol~pri - s - ~),

n=o
rrl=c), l,. ... l;t=l, l,... ,Z’max

1 – p ‘ma’-’
x

(Tp~i – S – t)’U(~p~i – S - t)
U;,’(6) =—

a v
S=o

~am a.

~ ~ 7’s,. ‘.fj-~(el~pri - s ‘t),
n=l)

t=l,..., Tin=. (49)

Combining (2), (3), and (47)-(49), after extensive algebraic
manipulations, we obtain

[

[s,tJ-1

&,s,t(o = ; ~ fh(fo jjbwt(+r-”+l
#=[O,~-bmaxl n=l

m—1

- x P%++’”
7Z=0 1

m=l, . ...jl. l;
t=l,..., Tin=; s=l, t+ bm=+bm=– 1

[

ls,tJ-1 ~ayax

7rfi,,,t(o) = -; ~ w-s,(e) ~P.,!n!t(— A: o)N-n
Sl=[o, s—bmaxl n=l

N–1

1
- ~ Ps,.,t(#_j)N-n-l ,

n=O

t=l,. ... ~=;s=l, l,t+bm=+bm=– 1 (50)

{

u~,o(~) ‘~ ‘~[ ‘~~;(”)l ~~o ‘Sjn(
*).-.+l

s=0 i= (l,TP.i —51

1
- 5Po,n,o(##-”+1 ,

n4J

Tn=(), l,. ... jl-l
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{
(J;,O(0) = – ; ‘:[ ‘~?);(q]‘frs,n(#” -T~-’.(TPri-s - t)~(~- ~)..,n

S=o 1=[1, Tpr, —sl ?I=CI s+) 72=0

N–1

-5 Po!n!o(##-”
}

+ ~ (N – n)po,n,t],

n+) TI=IJ

[

T –t t=l,. ... Tin=. (53)ma,
U;,t(d) =; E “Ypr,-s-t(@) ~ %&r+’

S=o *=O B. Forward Recurrence i’lme Distributions B(x) ,V(x)

1

From renewal theory, we have
- bo,n!t(~)m-”+’ ,

n=o
rn=o, l,... ,N–l; t=l,.., Tmu JB(z)=lim P(& < z) = ~ ‘[l – ~(y)]dy, O < z < b~,x

U+m

[

/Jo
max

N~max (54)

L$,,t(8) = - ; ‘~-t v;pr,_._t(e) ~ r.,n(—
A ~ o)N-”S=ll ?I=O

/
ti(z) = lim P(VU ~ x) = ~ 02[1 – V(y)]dy, O ~ t < Vm.X

1

U+m
(55)

- ‘bo,n!t(##” !
n=o

where B(y) and V(y) are the cumulative distributions of the

t=l,..., Tmax. (51) p
acket transmission time and vacation time respectively.

By setting O = O in (50), (51), we have

[Sl,tj-1 m

[z

m—1

T ;1,8,+(0) = ; b(s – .9’) ~ p,f,n,~ –

O
Ps,n,t 3

.s’=(O, s—bn, axl n= 1 “=0

Tn= l,...,N–l; t=l,..., Tmax;

S=l, . . ..t+bml–l

Is,t[–1 N–1

- - ~ ~(s -0 ~(~ - ~)Ps’,%t

N–2

+ ~(N–n– l)ps,n,t],
n=()

t=l, ... Tmax:s= l,.. .,t+bmax- 1 (52)

{
LJn,o(o)= ; ‘y[ y m m~)(~)]~ ~s,n – ~ PO,n,O

S=O ,=[l,TP,, -S1 n=() T14J }

m=(), l,. ... l-l

{

N,m“x

W:.,O(o) = ; AG~[ ‘~ iv(z)] ~ 7-.,n

s=0 i=[l,Tp,, —sl “=()

_ ‘~[ ‘~ .(2)] ‘y(lv - rl)T’s,n

Sal) i=~llTpr,_~l fadl

N–1

+ ~ (N – n)po,.,o }

n=ll

T –t

[x

max m m

~L,t(o) = ; ,,=0 ‘V(~pri – S – t) ~ ~s,n – ~PO,n,t

n=l) 71=0 1
m=(), l,. ... l;t=l, l,.. .,T max

[

Tm.. –t N:.,

Wfi.t(0) = ~ A ~(Tpri – s – ~)v(TPri – s – ~) ~~s,n

#=o n=o

v max

v(y) = ~ v(i)l(y z 2),0< y < Vmm. (57)
,=1

For x = j, where J’ is equal to an integral multiple of slots,
we have

~ j-l

B(j) = ; g - B(z)] =
z—o

j–l

~ib(i) +jb~ b(z)
a=l i=j

,
ma.

‘E (“)ib z
i=l

j=l, ... bm= (58)

~ j-1

v(j) = ~ ~[1 - v(z)] =

,=0

j–l

~ iv(z) +j ‘~v(z)
1=1 i= j

,
ma,

k (“)au z

i=l

j=l, . . ..vmax. (59)

C. Derivation of the Approximate Joint
Packet Delay Distributions

Taking the derivatives of ~~ (z)and ~(z) with respect to
x, we have

where lzJ is an integer 3 z – 1 < [x] s x.
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We obtain the probability density function co~e~ponding
to DB (r) by using the convolutional integral of Da(x) and

B’(x)

/

x

D~(x) = B’(g)Dg(z – y)dg
o

—
/

1 ‘[1 - B(y)] ‘y DB(Z)6(Z - y - j)dy——
Po j=l

= ~ ~[1 - II(x -j)]bB(j) = D~(lzJ),
P j=~

We then derive the joint cumulative delay distribution
{DB(z) } evaluated at a value z which is equal to an integral
multiple of slots, to be given by

D~(i) = J‘D~(z)dz = ~ D~(k)
1 k=l

i—l k

= ~;;[l - w~ -.OIW)

= sh(j)~ - ~(~-j)j=l k=j P

i—l

= ~bdj)y 1 -;(k)
j=l k=O

i—1

= ~h(j)lli -j),i = I,, tim ax.
j=l

Since ~(z) = 1, z z b~~, we obtain

i—bmax i—1

(63)

j=l j=[l, i–b~.. +ll

i=l, . . ..dm=. (64)

Similarly, we derive the expression for Dv(i) as given by
(40).
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